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 MP-3 GREASE 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
MTC force mp3 grease is premium quality lithium soap multipurpose automotive grease, with high drop 
point, good thermal and structural stability and also having resistance against water wash out with its 
smooth structure and high degree of resistance against oxidation and rusting corrosion .IT is an idea 
product for all grease lubricants parts of automotive equipment  
 
 

 Provides excellent resistance to structural and consistency changes over wider range of temperatures but remains 
in place despite severe working or sustained shock impact. 

 Has excellent low and high temperature properties it can be dispensed at low temperature and well maintain 
adequate stay put property at the higher temperatures in service  

 Resists effectively water wash out in use assuring adequate lubricants over extended services for periods. 
 Provides resistance to oxidation rust and corrosion.  

 
 

 

MTC force (mp3) Grease mp-3 is recommended for water pump wheel bearing chassis fittings and universal joints, 
including those of constant velocity type for mobile equipment automotive off highway equipment such as tractors 
construction equipment etc. 

 
 
MTC force grease mp-3 meets is 12203:1987 
(Reaffirmed -1993)    NLGI -3 

 
      
GRADE   MTC FORCE GREASEMP-3 MTC FORCE LONG LIFE 

COLOUR  BROWN BROWN 

STRUCTURE SMOOTH SMOOTH 

SOAP LITHIUM LITHIUM 

WORKED PERETRATION 270-310 220-250 

DROP POINT ‘C MIN 190 210 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 

 
There oils are unlikely to present day significant health or safety hazard when properly application and 
good standard of industrial and personal hygiene are maintained. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
The information in this bulletin is to our best knowledge, correct and accurate but all recommendation or suggestion are made without guarantee since the conditions of use are beyond our 

control. Meghalaya Lubricants Pvt Ltd. and its subsidiaries disclaim any liability incurred in connection with the use of these data or suggestions. Furthermore, nothing contained herein shall be 

construed as a recommendation to use any product in conflict with existing patents covering any material or its use. MTC FORCE is a registered trademark of Meghalaya lubricants pvt Ltd. 

However, we make no warranty of merchantability or any other warranty express or implied, with respect to such information, users should make their own investigation to determine the 

suitability of the information for their particular purpose. In no event shall Meghalaya lubricant pvt Ltd. be liable for any claims, losses, or damages of any third party or for lost profits or any 

special, indirect, incidental consequential or exemplary damages, howsoever arising, even if Meghalaya lubricants pvt Ltd. has been advised of the possibility of such damages.   
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